Dierdre MacNeil and the OUTDATED and COVERT FOIA regulations of the FEMA!!
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Dear agents of the United States, No wonder former FEMA FOIA authority Dierdre MacNeil manifests ignorance of or contempt for the NLRB’s FOIA regulations; the FEMA has such OUTDATED FOIA regulations that the public is NOT being GUIDED with respect to their rights and obligations and those of the FEMA under the FOIA amendments of 1996 and 2007. On top of that, it appears that the 2014 version of the FEMA’s FOIA regulations under Title 44 are still being CONCEALED from the Code of Federal Regulations (see gpo.gov), albeit they were due to be published on or about October 1, 2014! Please explain. Thank you, Brady Eames
Dear agents of the United State, Although statutorily and administratively UNAUTHORIZED under the FACA and the GSA's FACA regulations, the NARA and the OGIS appear to have announced the January-2015 meeting of the FOIA advisory committee on the OGIS' website (see https://ogis.archives.gov/foia-advisory-committee/meetings.htm and https://ogis.archives.gov/foia-advisory-committee/meetings/January-27--2015-Meeting.htm#agenda) rather than obey the laws and publish notice of such meeting in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Please explain. Thank you, Brady Eames
Dear agents of the United State, Although statutorily and administratively UNAUTHORIZED under the FACA and the GSA's FACA regulations, the NARA and the OGIS appear to have announced the January-2015 meeting of the FOIA advisory committee on the OGIS' website (see https://ogis.archives.gov/foia-advisory-committee/meetings.htm and https://ogis.archives.gov/foia-advisory-committee/meetings/January-27--2015-Meeting.htm#agenda) rather than obey the laws and publish notice of such meeting in the FEDERAL REGISTER. Please explain. Thank you, Brady Eames